Introduction
The German Enlightenment was not so much a scientific or literary movement, but a many-sided social cultural process that was institutionalised through a variety of associations which contemporaries called Sozietäten. These Sozietäten facilitated the unfolding of an Enlightenment mentality and culture.
1 As the Enlightenment spread geographically and reached Germany in the second half of the eighteenth century, its structure changed to become a comprehensive reform movement affecting all areas of life.
2 Simultaneously, socio-cultural associations went through a process of intensification and diversification. Whereas previously societies for the cultivation of language and literature had been dominant, in the second half of the eighteenth century they were overtaken by reading societies and other societies. The latter, although they assumed different forms, were all similar in one respect: in the language of the eighteenth century, they saw themselves as 'promoting the common weal'. 
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This type of society, which concentrated on practical concerns, had existed in Western Europe since the 1730s. From the early 1760s it began to spread throughout the German language area.
3 The movement reached a first peak in the period between 1764 and 1769, when societies were founded in Hamburg, Karlsruhe, Neuötting-Burghausen in provincial Bavaria, and, through influence from England, in Hanoverian Celle, as well as in Leipzig, Kassel and Bautzen. The founding of new societies continued, slowly but steadily, throughout the whole of Germany in the 1770s and 1780s, until practically every principality had a society of this sort. The majority of them were founded during the 1790s and in the early years of the nineteenth century. Societies modelled on the one set up in Hamburg were established in the Hanseatic town of Lübeck in 1788-9 and in the free imperial town of Nuremberg in 1792. Between 1760 and 1820, a good sixty of such societies were established in Germany and Switzerland. Economic societies did not emerge in centres of learning and education, but rather in those of power and administration. Not a single society was established in a university town or city with an academy. Obviously, economic societies took over functions of scholarly communication that elsewhere already existed through scholarly circles. Seven of these societies were located in residential cities of minor territories. Another seven societies were founded in secondary residential cities or in regional centres of administration. The remaining societies were divided among free imperial cities, country towns or small rural towns where they were established by engaged supporters of the Enlightenment.
The societies that were thus created were especially numerous in the Protestant territories of Northern and Central Germany. In Catholic Southern Germany they not only appeared on the scene later, but were also less influential. In fact, most of the societies were of local or regional importance. Only the Celle, Kaiserslautern, Hamburg and Leipzig economic societies could make an impact beyond their
